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"Gordon, don't bother hiding your face! I already know it's you!” Snow roared darkly.

Leon fought Gordon in Hughes Group before and she was made aware that Gordon was in the Intermediate Overlord State at

the time.

The masked man before her matched what she knew about Gordon in terms of figure, mannerisms, and power level.

On top of that, Snow and Leon had their doubts in the past that Gordon was likely responsible for swapping Elegante Group’s

cosmetic products, so it was not hard for Snow to conclude that the masked man was Gordon.

However, she never expected a man she used to date to be so ruthless toward her and was taken aback by it.

"How do you know it's me?!* Gordon's expression darkened as he did not expect Snow to guess who he was so soon.

"If you don't want to be recognized, you shouldn't be doing this, to begin with! If I'm not mistaken, that Seth Golan over there,

right?" Snow scoffed.

She was aware that Seth had one of his legs broken by Leon a few days ago, and since Seth partnered with Joel and Gordon to

plot against Elegante Group, she recognized Seth right away as well.

"I'm surprised that a woman can be this perspective!’ Seth said in awe. i

Since Snow and Iris already been captured, neither of them would be able to escape and there was no point for Seth and

Gordon to hide their identity if Snow already figured it out.

The two took off their masks, revealing their true faces.

"So it's the two of you!” Snow's expression darkened.

"Seth Golan, what's the meaning of this? Joel Hiltons has already apologized, so why are you still doing this?!" Iris questioned

sharply.

Like Leon, she thought that everything came to an end since Joel was forced to issue a public apology under the pressure of Yuri

and the Thompsons, so she did not expect Seth to target her and Snow instead.

"So what? That little bast*rd, Leon, broke my leg! I'm going to make him pay for it!" Seth said viciously, his expression smug and

triumphant as though he already had full control over the situation.

"You're going to make him pay? What a joke! Seth, I'm warning you. Let us go and we can pretend like this never happened, or

Leon will skin you alive if he finds out about this!" Iris said coldly.

"Ha! Miss Young, don't bother trying to threaten me with Leon's name. He's hardly a threat! If only he didn't have the Thompsons

behind his back, I would've killed him a long time ago!" Seth scoffed at Iris's threat.

"Alright, I don’t have time to waste chatting with you! Come on, capture Iris Young!" Seth commanded his men to retrain Iris.

Snow, on the other hand, was to be handed over to Gordon as per their agreement.

Seth and Gordon went their separate ways with Iris and Snow afterward, not noticing that the two women crushed their Soul

Searcher Pills to leave their trails for Leon.
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